Thomson Real-Time Estimates & Recommendations

World-renowned content from I/B/E/S and First Call

Thomson Financial delivers real-time insight on analysts’ expectations of company financial performance across 26 key financial measures, including earnings, profits, sales, and price targets. Thomson Financial gathers data including recommendations from nearly 1,200 contributors that collectively follow more than 21,500 companies worldwide. Individual company-specific estimates are displayed for each company and summarized to generate mean estimates that reflect the general view of all the analysts following a particular stock. Investment professionals rely on this data to generate ideas, confirm decisions and reach better conclusions that make more money for their clients.

To maintain an institutional-grade mean, Thomson Financial enforces strict qualification guidelines that govern who is able to contribute forecast estimates. The most recent and the corresponding previous estimates are available through the real-time databases (older estimates are incorporated within the historical database). Thomson Financial estimates and recommendations help clients improve investment decision-making and achieve success.

Valuable Differentiators

- **Powerful Aggregates:** Country, index, sector, and industry level aggregates provide insight into areas with the highest expected growth, associated risk, and an indication of relative valuation.
- **Extensive Quality Control:** All the data undergoes a series of validations and intense checks—both manual and automated. Contributing analysts are proactively contacted to verify any anomalies in the data.
- **Guaranteed Consistency:** Mean estimates are created only with estimates on the same accounting basis, which guarantees an “apples to apples” comparison.
- **Unrivaled History:** No other supplier can match the history Thomson Financial offers, which dates back to 1976 for the US, 1985 for Canada, 1987 for Europe, Middle East, Africa, and Asia, and 1992 for Latin America.
- **Proactive Enhancements:** Thomson works closely with contributors and clients to stay ahead of new content offerings and changes in regional accounting requirements, such as FAS123(R) and IFRS.
- **Global Presence:** Regional staff analyze local reports to ensure maximum accuracy, consistency and timeliness.
Thomson Financial powers the names you know in the industry, including I/B/E/S and First Call. Our real-time earnings data is primarily collected from sell-side and independent research notes and documents along with estimates received through our Thomson Financial Publisher software. Other sources are investment banks’ universe files and automated feeds, including intra-day updates. Thomson Financial rigorously qualifies each contributor prior to inclusion in order to provide clients with quality content. Our long association with estimates contributors ensures timely and accurate updates.